High-resolution wave field reconstruction using a through-focus series of images taken under limited electron dose.
The three-dimensional Fourier filtering method and Schiske's Wiener filtering method are compared with the aim of high-resolution wave field reconstruction of an unstained deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) molecular fiber using a through-focus series of images taken under a limited electron dose. There were some definite differences between the two reconstructed images, although the two kinds of processing are essentially equivalent except for the dimension and the filter used for processing. Through theoretical analyses together with computer simulations, the differences were proved to be primarily due to specimen drift during the experiment. Although the observed structure of the DNA molecular fiber was heavily damaged by electron beam irradiation, reconstructed images by the three-dimensional Fourier filtering method provided higher resolution information on the molecular structure even when relatively large specimen drift was included in the through-focus series. In contrast, in Schiske's Wiener filtering method, the detailed information of the structure was lost because of the drift, although the reconstructed image showed a higher signal-to-noise ratio. The three dimensional Fourier filtering method seems to be more applicable for observing radiation-sensitive materials under an extremely low electron dose, because specimen drift cannot be completely avoided.